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Almtrt~ct. The effects of cloud cover amount and the height of cloud base on nighttime thermally
induced downslope flow were investigated using analytical and numerical model approaches. The
conclusions obtained with the analytical and the numerical model evaluations agreed. It was
concluded that, (i) as cloud cover increases and/or the height of cloud base decreases, the depth and
the intensity of nighttime thermally-induced
downslope flows may decrease by a factor reaching one
sixth and one tenth, respectively, in the case of overcast low cloud; (ii) when skies suddenly cloud
over around midnight, the development of the downslope flow is altered in different ways: a reduction
in intensity; or a cessation of further development, depending on the fraction of cloud coverage, and
(iii) with a sudden clearing of overcast low cloud around midnight, the depth and the intensity of the
downslope flow increases significantly.

1. Introduction
Thermally-induced nocturnal downslope flows, referred to as drainage or
katabatic flows, are important in environmental problems as well as in some
aspects of weather forecasting. Increasing attention has been given to the study
of these flows over the past decade, primarily related to the environmental impact
involved with pollutant dispersion. Most recent studies include: e.g., Manins and
Sawford (1979a), Dickerson (1980), Dickerson and Gudiksen (1983), Doran and
Horst (1983) and Yasuda et al. (1986) among others (observational studies);
Manins and Sawford (1979b), Sorbjan (1984), Fitzjarrald (1986) and Kondo
(1984) among others (analytical model evaluations); and Rao and Snodgrass
(1981), McNider and Pielke (1981, 1984), Garrett (1983), Kimura and Arakawa
(1983), Doran and Horst (1983) and Arritt and Pielke (1986) among others
(numerical modeling studies).
The application of the analytical approach is useful to the understanding of.
downslope flows, but it has a number of shortcomings. The classical Prandtl
solution (see Defant, 1951), for instance, is deficient in assuming that the eddy
exchange coefficient is a constant within an infinitely deep atmosphere. In Manins
and Sawford (1979a), a layer-averaged analytical model, which included three
unknown profile factors, was presented, examining the structure of the nocturnal
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downslope flow. However, the vertical structure of the downslope flow in such a
model cannot be explored. Mathematical complexities involved with the analytical approach encouraged numerical modeling of the downslope flows (as first
reported by Thyer, 1966) using a set of primitive equations.
During the nighttime, the thermal balance of the boundary layer is critical in
determining the strength of the downslope flow. The presence of cloud cover
insofar as the boundary layer is concerned, exerts a significant effect on the
long-wave radiation flux divergence (ALWR); yet little attention has been given
to evaluating the effect of cloud on downslope flow intensity. An observational
study by Barr and Orgill (1989) has suggested generally a suppression of the
downslope flow strength due to cloudiness. Garrett (1983) presented selective
sensitivity simulations evaluating the impact of different cloud heights on
downslope flows using a one-dimensional model.
It is the purpose of the present study to explore further the impact of
cloudiness on downslope flows, utilizing analytical and numerical modeling
approaches. The analytical and numerical models were applied over slopes with
steepness of less than 1” and slope lengths of 100 km, which are typical for
meso-p domains. The analytical approach (Section 2) includes several
refinements to improve the solutions obtained in prior analytical modeling
studies. The numerical modeling (Section 3) provides output for evaluating the
analytical results, as well as specific illustrative evaluations of downslope flow
circulations as affected by cloud type, amount and height. Some supportive
observations are included in Section 4. In the present study, the background flow
was assumed to be absent in order to simplify the evaluations and their interpretation, and also it is assumed that the dynamical interaction of the clouds with
the nocturnal boundary layer (NBL) is negligible. Thus, clouds such as stratus,
altostratus, and cirrus were considered.

2. Analytical Methodology
2.1. THE DEPENDENCE
SLOPE ANGLE (Y

OF DOWNSLOPE FLOW ON DIABATIC

COOLING,

QS, AND

In most cases, the time taken for the nocturnal downslope flow to reach a steady
state probably does not exceed several hours. [In two-dimensional (2-D) numerical simulations presented in Section 3, this period is about 6 hours.] Therefore,
the properties of steady flows are of general interest, and this subsection focuses
on the structure of steady downslope flows.
The departure 8’ from the ambient potential temperature (&) as a result of
nocturnal cooling is approximated following Yamada (1979):
8’ = eo- 8 = eh- e = L\e( i - c)3 ,

(1)

where A8 = 0,, - 0, , (the subscripts h and s refer to the values of 8 at the surface
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inversion height and at the ground, respectively), and 5 = z/h is the vertical
non-dimensional coordinate, perpendicular to the slope. In the present study, it is
assumed as a first approximation that the NBL’s depth defined from downslope
flow profiles is equal to that defined from the 8 profiles. (See Table II, Yasuda et
al., 1986.)
We define Qs as:
I

h

(2)
0

0

From a physical point of view, Qs provides a measure of the loss of thermal
energy from the NBL with depth h by ALWR, turbulent sensible heat flux to the
ground and other processes.
Adopting a similar approach to that in Ye er al. (1987), a simple expression for
the intensity of the downslope flow as a function of Q, may be derived. Assuming
that the downslope flow component, u’, does not vary along the middle of a long
s!ope and that the Coriolis force effect can be neglected, then the steady equation
of the x-component (along slope direction) of momentum for the downslope flow
is
i

K%+

h’he’sin a = 0,

(3)

where A = g/8, K is the vertical eddy exchange coefficient for momentum, U’ is
the slope flow (positive for downslope), a is the slope inclination angle.
In order to simplify the analytical solution, the eddy exchange coefficient in
Equation (3) is scaled as an averaged value of the profile given in Appendix A by
Equation (A4):
I?= bQ:“h,

(4)

where b is a proportionality coefficient (see Equation (A5)), with units
m”’ K-l” s-‘. The boundary conditions for Equation (3) are:
u’=Oat

,$=Oand ,$= I.

(5)

The physical meaning of Equation (4) is exactly the same as the more detailed
Equation (A.4), which predicts that the scaled exchange coefficient for momentum, l?, increases with increasing nocturnal cooling for a given h (see Equation
(2)) and increasing depth of the NBL. The objective of the analytical analysis is
to derive the dependence of U’ on cloudiness by establishing the dependence of
Qs on fractional cloud cover, C, and cloud base height, Z-Z,.The nocturnal
cooling, OS, is significantly affected by the magnitude of C and H, as quantified
in sub-section 2.3. When the dependence of Qs on C and H, is established, the
relationship between the magnitudes of J?, C, and H, can be established through
Equation (4).
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The solution of Equation (3) using Equations (l), (2) and (4) and boundary
condition (5) is:
u, = Qy*A sin (Y
56

(l-S>[l -Cl -041,

which will be used to investigate the impact of cloudiness of downslope flow
intensity.
2.2. SCALEANALYSISOFTHE

NBL THERMALFLUXES

The potential temperature conservation equation above a homogeneous slope in
unsteady conditions can be written as:

ae’
-u’&sin cy=A[%-$],
at

(7)

where H, = -pC,K(a0’/az) is the vertical turbulent heat flux, p is the air density,
C, is the specific heat of air at constant pressure, RN = R.j. - I?? is the net LWR
flux and j3” = (a&/az) is the ambient potential temperature vertical gradient, with
RT and RJ the upward and downward LWR fluxes, respectively. RN is known to
be a complex function of atmospheric temperature and atmospheric constituents
such as water vapor content, CO2 concentration and aerosols; and also soil
properties which determine the ground surface emissivity (e.g., soil wetness and
soil type).
Integrating Equation (7) with respect to z and t from 0 to h and from 0 to T,
respectively, results in:
h
Th
7

= QR+Q,,+QA,

63)

where Hso is the value of I-& at the surface, OR = 5; (Rh - R,)/pC, dt, QH =
lo’ WsolpCp) dt, Qa= lb%’ u’ P0 sin (Ydz dt, Rh = RI - Rk is the net flux of LWR
at z=h, R,=R&-R1 0 is the net flux of LWR at z = 0, ALWR = Rh - R. is the
net LWR flux divergence across the NBL, r is the time-scale for the downslope
flow to become nearly steady, QR is the portion of the nocturnal cooling within
the NBL contributed by ALWR, QH is the portion of the nocturnal cooling
within the NBL contributed by sensible heat flux divergence across the NBL, QA
is the portion of the nocturnal cooling within the NBL contributed by advection.
According to Equation (2), Qs = hAf3/4. The surface sensible heat flux, I&, is:

Substituting Equations (l), (2) and (4) into Equation (9) yields:
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where A = 12b.
For commonly observed nocturnal downslope flows, the scaled values of
( Rh - R,,), K, OS, h, u’, PO and sin (Y are [lo” to IO’] (W m-‘), [IO-’ to 1O-*1
(m* s-l), [lo*] (m K), [lo*] (m), [lo’] (m s-l), [lo-“] (K m-‘) and [lo-*], respectively. Then, the scaled value of A is [10e3 to 10m4](m-l’* s-’ K-l’*) based on
Equation (4). Therefore,

7
III

Rh - R,
--dt
P

=[lO-’

to lO”C?s]

I

(11)

0

u’Posinadtdz

00

1

=[u’&hTsina]=[lO-‘C&l,

with [r] = lo4 (s).
Therefore the OA term in Equation (8) can generally be neglected as a first
approximation. On the other hand, observational analyses (see Table I for
examples) as well as scaling procedures (see Equations 8 and 11) suggest that for
nighttime flow over flat and sloping terrain, the relative significance of & and
Ro, which relates to the relative significance of OH and OR, respectively, has no
general value, but depends on the specific environmental constraints for the
given case.
Table I shows examples for a range of conditions taken from the literature
illustrating the aforementioned situation relating to the relative significance of
H,,) and Ro. For example, Garratt and Brost (1981), and Andre and Mahrt (1982)
showed that for the NBL, or inversion layer as a whole, radiative and turbulent
cooling make comparable contributions to the heat budget. Close to the surface
and near the NBL (inversion) top, radiative cooling dominates, while in the
mid-regions, turbulence dominates. Funk (1960) obtained nighttime data over a
range of cloud and wind speed conditions, concluding that radiative cooling was
significant near the surface in very stable conditions, even though sensible heat
fluxes were small. Kondo er al. (1978) found turbulent cooling near the ground to
be important. Values of the net radiative flux at the surface (R,) tend to lie in the
range.* -50 to - 100 W m-* at night under clear skies in low to mid latitudes (e.g.,
Hicks, 1976; Clarke and Brook, 1979). Radiative flux divergences are rarely
available, but total layer cooling where turbulent fluxes are small implies a value
of ALWR = 20 W m-* across a 200 m downslope flow (e.g., Manins and Sawford,
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Examples of sensible heat and net longwave radiation flux values over flat (F) and sloping (S)
terrain; flux values are approximate and layer values are grid point estimates over a range of
I-* 10 W m-*. S corresponds to small, gentle slopes; SS to local slopes in complex terrain. The
parameter 5 is the Monin-Obukhov
stability parameter
Source
$rne2)
Hicks (1976), Hicks (1981)
Wangara, Australia

-24
-2

R,,
(W m-*)

Terrain

Comments

= -65
= -70

F
F

Group B: 5 = 0.03
Group P: g- 1
High u,,, l i= 0.02
Low u*, l= 0.33

Izumi er al. (1971)
Kansas, U.S.A.

i= -40
z-5

F
F

Kondo et al. (1978)
Japan

z-5

F

Clarke and Brook (1979)
Koorin, Australia
Manins and Sawford (I 979a)
Victoria, Australia
Yasuda er al. (1986)
Japan
Estournel

er al. (1986)

-65
=O
z-5
> -10
-15

i= -90
= -80

S
S

Windy
Near - calm

= -60

ss

Strongly stable;
drainage flow

ss

Valley flow; light winds

S

Light to moderate winds

1979b). Values of sensible heat flux depend on several factors - in windy
conditions I-& tends to be relatively high (it may be several tens of W m-*), but
close to zero in near-calm conditions.
Clouds play an important role in the earth-atmosphere thermal balance, as
they emit LWR to the surface while absorbing radiation emitted by the ground.
Clouds, therefore, tend to reduce the ALWR, thereby reducing the rate of
cooling at night below cloud base from what would occur under a clear sky, and
may even cause a warming if the cloud base is warmer than the surface.
Consequently, cloud cover and height should be expected to alter the value of Qs
and the intensity and depth of the downslope flow.
The relative importance of Hso and & as observed, and consequently that of
QH and OR, cannot be generalized, as evident from the observations over flat
terrain reported in Table I. Such ambiguity is not likely to be the case, however,
while considering specific environmental constraints. For a given case, while
considering downslope flows over a given slope, some correlation between QH
and QR is suggested while considering their change with cloud cover: i.e., an
increase in QR due to a reduction in cloud amount, which results also in an
increase in Qs, causes an intensification of downslope flow according to Equation
(6) and in turn, the turbulence and Q,+ increase. On the other hand, while OH
increases due to a decrease in cloud amount, the depth and intensity of the
surface inversion also increase, resulting in an increase in OR. This suggestion
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is supported by the numerical model simulations to be presented in Section 3
which indicate that the ratio OH/OR is essentially unaffected by a change of
cloud cover while considering a quasi-steady downslope flow over a given slope
(see Figure 3g). A similar suggestion relating to the impact of a change in cloud
height for a given cloud cover on the ratio OH/OR is also confirmed (as implied
by Figure 6c, d). We assumed, therefore, that for a given slope,
QH(Clr H~QR(CI,
I&d = QH(G, Hc&Q~(G,
I&d, for any values of G,
C,, Hc,, and Hc2. Therefore, based on Equations (8) and (11) for a given slope,
the ratio of OS under a cloudy sky, [Q,( C, @)I, to that under clear sky, Qs(O)
can be approximated as:

QdC,

He) = QR(C, H,) +
QR(@ +
OS(O)

QH(C,

Iz)

=

QR(C K)

OH(O)

(

1+ QdC

HA

QR(C, H,) >

QR (0)

1 + OH(O)
(

OR

~ QR(C, hG)
QR(O) *

(0)

>

(12)

Here C is the fraction of the sky covered by clouds (C = 0 is clear sky; C = 1 is
an overcast condition) and H, is the cloud base height. Equation (12) suggests
that the ratio QS(C, H,)/Q,(O) can be approximated by the ratio
Qn(C, H,)/QR(O) (This approximation is specifically fulfilled when the value of
QH is much less than the value of QR, as will be the case under light downslope
flows involved with very stable conditions over shallow slopes).
2.3. THEIMPACTOFCLOUDINESSONTHEFEATURESOFDOWNSLOPEFLOW

As a first step, the ratio QS(C, @)I Qs(0) is q uantified using Equation (12). In the
present study the emissivity of the ground is assumed to be 1. Based on Equation
(12) and the derivations presented in Appendix B, while assuming a cloud base at
z = H, (in many cases, H, % h), the following relation exists:
T

QdC, HA = QR(C, K) ~ I _ c
OS(O) OR(O)

4

(2 >
1 + fW[

1 - (%)4]

(13)
’

where

f(T) = l-

5 x, top)
0.02

+

ji0,

h) +

2 %h,

H,)

’

7 is the optical path length for atmospheric moisture as given by Equation
(B.l7), and THc and T,, are the temperatures at cloud base and at the ground,
respectively.
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Based on Equation (6) for any slope steepness, we have

Hc)I’*
u’(0 _ c?s(C
u’(O)( am 1

(14)

Equations (13) and (14) quantify the impact of the cloud amount, C, and of the
cloud base temperature, T”=, on OS and u’, and suggest the following:
(i) OS and u’ decrease with increasing cloud cover for a given slope steepness,
water vapor profile and H,. An illustrative case is given in Figure 1 which
shows that the corresponding values of downslope flow for C = 0.3, 0.5,
0.7 and 1 for low cloud (H, = 0.45 km), as compared to the clear sky case
(C = 0) are reduced to 0.84, 0.70, 0.56 and 0.12 of the value for C = 0,
respectively.
(ii) For given slope steepness, water vapor profile, C, and QS, u’ increases due
to a cloud base temperature decrease when the height of the cloud base
increases. The decrease of cloud temperature with height in the present
study is based on a standard atmosphere. Illustration of the impact of H, on
U’ is also provided in Figure 1. It indicates a significant reduction of u’
under low overcast conditions as compared to clear skies. A moderate
reduction is indicted for medium level cloud, and a minor influence of the
high cloud on u’. The results suggest also that au’/aC reduces with an
increase in cloud base height.

0.8
0.6

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

I .o

C

Fig. 1. The dependence of the ratio u’(C, H&u’(O) on C with H, =0.45, 2.75, and 7.5 km,
respectively. The following input parameters are used: THc = 247.5 K, &H.) = 0.9 cm, Y(H~.u)~)
=
0.05 cm, for high cloud; T,+ = 273.5 K, */,,+) = 0.84 cm and ~~,,c.tWj= 0.11 cm for middle cloud and
= 0.75 cm for low cloud, for an illustrative case with
T,,c = 290 K, Yth,Hcj= 0.2 cm and YcHl.toP)
Q)(O) = 340 m K, T,, = 298 K, T,, = 293 K, and Y,O.~)= 0.1 cm.
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3. Numerical Model Simolations
A set of numerical model simulations (see Table II for a brief description of the
simulations), designed to evaluate the impact of C and H, on thermally induced
downslope flow at night were carried out. The simulations included: (i) cloud
cover throughout the night, (ii) clear sky becoming cloudy before midnight
(2300 LST), and (iii) a cloudy sky clearing before midnight (2300 LST). A 2-D
hydrostatic primitive equation model was used, whose formulation is given in
detail in Pielke (1974), Mahrer and Pielke (1977) and McNider and Pielke
(1981), and will, therefore, not be presented here, except for a model
modification needed to consider the impact of cloudiness on the downward and
upward LWR fluxes (see sub-section 3.1).
Numerical model results for cases involving nighttime induced thermal flows
along slopes have been validated successfully in several studies [e.g., Segal et al.
(1982), McNider and Pielke (198 1, 1984) among others]. These studies indicated
a reasonable skill in resolving flows such as those involved in the present study.
In order to provide insight into the impact of cloudiness on nighttime thermallyinduced downslope flows, the simulations described for Case 1 and Case 2 (Table
II) were carried out. Case 3 was designed to investigate the impact on downslope
flows of a clear sky becoming cloudy, and Case 4 was designed to investigate the
impact of clearing of a cloud-covered sky on downslope flows. Cloud thickness is
assumed to be contrained to one model layer.
The 2-D model consists of 40 vertical levels, ranging from near the surface to
15 km (the model levels for potential temperature and specific humidity and
related initial values for heights below 5.5 km are given in Table III). The initial
temperature and moisture profiles and the selected run period adopted for the
illustrative simulations in the present study are typical for mid-latitude early
autumn. The simulated domain (with the terrain configuration: plain-slope-

TABLE
Description
Simulation

of the numerical

II
model simulations

description

Case 1

Downslope flow sensitivity to fraction of cloud cover (C = 1.00, 0.9, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3, and
ON), with H, = 0.45 km, and /.!I,)= 1 K km-‘. Slope was defined along a distance
of 100 km with a plateau height of 0.50 km; a = 0.3”

Case 2

Downslope sensitivity to cloud base height (H, = 0.45 km, 2.75 km, and 7.5 km) with
C = 1; j3e = 1 K km-t. Same slope as in Case 1.

Case 3

The impact of cloud appearance 4 hours following sunset (at 2300 LST) on the
downslope flow. Low clouds (H, = 0.45 km) are considered. Same slope as in Case 1.

Case 4

The impact of cloud clearing 4 hours following sunset (at 2300 LST) on the downslope
flow. Low clouds (H, = 0.45 km) are considered. Same slope as in Case 1.
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The numerical

model levels for initial values of potential temperature and specific humidity
lowest 5500 m (levels interval above 5.5 km is 1000 m)

3.5
7.5
15.0
25.0
35.0
45.0
55.0
65.0
75.0
85.0
95.0
112.5
137.5
162.5
187.5

293.0
293.0
293.0
293.0
293.0
293.0
293.1
293.1
293.1
293.1
293.1
293.1
293.1
293.2
293.2

8.9
8.8
8.8
8.8
8.8
8.8
8.8
8.7
8.7
8.7
8.7
8.6
8.6
8.5
8.5

',25.0
275.0
325.0
375.0
450.0
600.0
800.0
1050.0
1350.0
1750.0
2250.0
2750.0
3500.0
4500.0
5500.0

293.2
293.3
293.3
293.4
293.5
293.6
293.8
294.1
294.4
294.8
295.3
295.8
298.4
301.9
305.4

in the.

8.4
8.3
8.2
8.1
8.0
7.7
7.3
6.8
6.2
5.4
4.4
3.3
2.5
1.9
1.4

plateau) extended horizontally for 240 km and was resolved with a grid interval
of 5 km with a slope defined along 100 km of the domain (cy= 0.3”). The model
input parameters are given in Table IV.
3.1. MODEL

COMPUTATIONS

OF

LONG-WAVE

RADIATION

FLUXES

UNDER

CLOUDYSKIES

The effect of clouds with emissivity, E,, on the upward and downward LWR
fluxes R,(N,) and Rd(Nb) at any model level N. above cloud top and any model
level Nb below the cloud base, respectively, can be computed (e.g., see Paltridge
TABLE

IV

Input parameters for the numerical

model simulations

Parameter

Value

Surface albedo
Surface roughness height
Soil conductivity
Soil density
Day of the year
Latitude
Horizontal grid (Ax)
Time step (Ar)

0.2
0.04 m
0.003 cm2 S-I
1.5 g cme3
September 21
38"N
5km
45s
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and Platt, 1976) as:
ibase-

1

+ Cc,uTz[ 1 - c(Nb, ibase)],
where
R$(A$,) = ‘OE’ ; (T;+, + T;)[e(Nb,

j + 1) - E(%, j)]

j=Nb
+

g

%&

-

E(Nb,

(154

top)],

and

KU%) = (1 - C)Ro,UW
No-l

+C C a (T;+, + T$[&%,j) - l ... i+ 01
j=itop
ibase+c

2
I

c
j=l

+ CE,aT:[l

~(~;‘,,+~4)[~(~.,j)-~(N.,j+l)l(l-~,)
- #op,

(16)

N,)].

where
y-1

Rt(N,)=

C t(TT+,+

TT)[E(N,,

j)-4’L

j+1)1+oT~[l-E(N,,O)l,

j=l

(164
where “top” means the top level of the model domain and “itop” and “ibase”,
the cloud top model level and cloud base model level, respectively. The first term
on the RHS of Equations (15) and (16) represents contributions of the LWR flux
originating from the clear sky atmosphere above level Nb and below level N,,
respectively. The second term in the RHS of Equations (15) and (16) represents
the contributions of LWR flux originating from the atmosphere between level Nb
and the base of the cloud (Equation (15)), and between the top of the cloud and
level N, (Equation (16)). The third term on the RHS of Equations (15) and (16)
represents the contribution of the atmosphere above the cloud to Rd( Nb) and the
contribution of the atmosphere below cloud to R,(N,), respectively. The last
term on the RHS of Equations (15) and (16) expresses the flux contributed by
the cloud to Rd(Nb) and R&V,), respectively.
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3.2. THE
(CASE

DEPENDENCE

OF DOWNSLOPE

FLOW

ON FRACTIONAL

CLOUD

COVER

1)

Figure 2 presents the downslope wind profiles, (u’), above the middle of the slope
at 0300 LST (8 hours following the commencement of the simulation, in which a
nearly steady state is well established) for the Case 1 simulations. It illustrates the
reduction in the downslope flow intensity as low cloud (Hc = 0.45 km; cc = 0.9)
coverage increases. The maximum downslope flows of the profiles simulated for
C= 1.0, 0.9, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3 and 0.1, are 0.16, 0.28, 0.45, 0.55, 0.86, and 0.94 of
that simulated for C = 0.0, respectively. The corresponding reduction in the
depth of the downslope flow layer, h, is shown to be significantly affected by the
change of the fractional cloud coverage (for C = 1, the value of h dropped to -i
of the corresponding value under a clear sky). The simulation results generally
agree with the analytical results shown in Figure 1 for the same cloud base
height.
Figure 3 illustrates the time-dependent impact of cloudiness C for Case I on
the values of several pertinent parameters in the middle of the slope: u;,, - the
maximum downslope flow; Q, - the nocturnal cooling amount of the NBL; Ad(l)
- the nocturnal cooling at the first model level (3.5 m); ALWR - the net LWR
flux divergence across NBL; H s0 - the surface sensible heat flux; R. - the net
LWR flux at the surface and the ratio AHs/ALWR, where AH, = Hso (since the
value of Hs at z = h is assumed to be zero). The numerical results shown in
Figure 3a indicate that ukax decreases when cloudiness increases and the ratio
4nax(a/dn.x(o) is nearly unchanged all night. The values of us,,/&,,,,
under nearly steady-state conditions (0300 LST; see inset to Figure 3a), are in
close agreement with these obtained by the analytical solution (Figure 1). OS, as

Fig. 2.

Numerical model-simulated vertical profiles of u’ h, the middle of the slope at 0300 LST for
various fractional cloud cover with cloud base at 0.45 km (Case 1).
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Fig. 3. Time-dependent impact of various fractions of cloud cover (C = 0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9,
and 1; low cloud) on the values of several variables at the middle of the slope (Case 1): (a) the
maximum downslope wind, I&,,, [’ut t he inset, the solid line presents the ratio ~~,.~(c)/u&(O) based
on the 0300 LST simulation results. The dashed line presents this ratio as obtained by the analytical
solution given by Equations (13) and (14)]; (b) Oy2; (c) the departure of the potential temperature at
the first model level from the initial value, AB(1); (d) the long-wave radiation divergence across the
NBL, ALWR; (e) the surface sensible heat flux, H so; (f) the net long-wave radiation at the surface,
R,,; and (g) AH,IALWR.

defined by Equation (2), represents the total nocturnal cooling within the NBL.
Using the potential temperature simulated in Case 1 for computing Q,, and
comparing the values of Qt’*( C) with Q,:‘*(O), indicates a decrease to 0.80, 0.60,
0.45, 0.35, 0.26, and 0.18 for C= 1, 0.9, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3 and 0.1, respectively
(Figure 3b). The near surface air cooling Ae(l) during the night decreases with
increasing cloudiness. At the time that near-steady conditions are achieved, the
surface air cooling is about 0.90 (C = O.l), 0.74 (C = 0.7), 0.55 (C = 0.5), 0.38
(C = 0.70), 0.17 (C = 0.9) and 0.10 (C = 1.O) of the value for the clear sky case
(Figure 3~). The value of ALWR decreases with increasing C: ALWR is about
0.86 (C = O.l), 0.65 (C = 0.3), 0.44 (C = 0.5), 0.27 (C = 0.7), 0.08 (C = 0.9) and
0.04 (C = 1.0) of that for the clear sky case (Figure 3d). The impact of C on
surface sensible heat flux shows similar features as that obtained for ALWR
(Figure 3e). The computed R. values (Fig. 3f) show similar features to these
obtained for ALWR and I&. Computed results indicate that the ratio of Z-ZsO
to
ALWR ranges from 1.5 to 1.8 when steady state is closely achieved (0300 LST),
as illustrated in Figure 3g; thus, for a steady state flow, it is nearly independent of
C, as assumed in the derivation of Equation (12).
Figure 4 presents the dependence of u;,, on 0:” based on the various
simulations and hours of the night, with cloud cover ranging from C = 0 to C = 1
for Case 1. A nearly linear relation between both variables is evident, supporting
the analytical solution for u’ presented in Equation (6).
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The dependence of I&.,, on Qy* based on the numerical modeling results in Case 1.

In conclusion,
Hsa increase

the numerical
model results in Case 1 suggest that: ALWR and
with decreasing cloud coverage, which is responsible
for the
increased nocturnal cooling within the NBL with decreasing C. Increasing depth
of the downslope flow with decreasing C is related to the increase of surface
sensible heat flux. The ALWR and Hso contributions to nocturnal cooling are of
the same importance in these simulations. The ratio AHs/ALWR [which is
equivalent to the ratio Q&C, Hc)/OR(C, H,) used in Equation 121, was found to
be unrelated to cloud cover. Additionally, the simulated downslope flow intensity
is proportional to Q y2, as suggested by the analytical solution.

3.3.

DEPENDENCE
(CASE

OF

DOWNSLOPE

FLOW

INTENSITY

ON

CLOUD

BASE

HEKHT

2)

Case 2 was designed to investigate the impact of cloud base height on the
downslope flow intensity. Three types of clouds (using C = 1.0) were chosen as
representative: low cloud, the height of cloud base, H, = 0.45 km (e.g., stratus)
with an emissivity of the cloud 6 = 0.9; middle cloud, H, = 2.75 km, l c = 0.79
(altocumulus), and high cloud, H, = 7.5 km, cc = 0.35 (cirrostratus), where the
emissivity values are those of Paltridge and Platt (1976). Figure 5 suggests that
the impact of high cloud on downslope flow intensity and depth is relatively
small: the downslope flow maximum wind-speed and depth are nearly the same as
in the case of a cloudless sky. The impact of middle cloud on downslope flow is
reflected by a downslope wind decrease to about 0.60 of the clear sky value. Low
cloud exerts a strong impact on both downslope flow depth and the maximum
wind speed: the values of uhax and h are about 0.16 of that simulated for the
clear sky. These model results are in good agreement with the analytically
derived results (see Figure 1). Figure 6 presents the time-dependent impact of
cloud type and the related base height (&) on the values of several pertinent
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Numerical

model-simulated vertical profiles of u’ as dependent on cloud type and cloud base
height at the middle of the slope at 0300 LST (Case 2).

parameters in the middle of the slope. Figure 6a shows that uk., decreases with
decreasing H,; Figure 6b shows the impact of H, on surface nocturnal cooling,
indicating that the surface nocturnal cooling is 0.88 (HC = 7.5 km), 0.48 (I+,, =
2.75 km) and 0.07 (HC = 0.45 km) of that for the cloudless simulation. Figure 6c
presents the impact of a change in I& on the surface sensible heat flux, HSO,
showing that H so is 0.87 (H, = 7.5 km), 0.39 (Hc = 2.75 km) and 0.04 (Hc =
0.45 km) of the Hso value under a clear sky. Figure 6d presents the impact of H,
on ALWR: ALWR is about 0.87 (H, = 7.5 km), 0.45 (H, = 2.75 km) and 0.04
(H, = 0.45 km) of that under clear conditions. Figures 6c and 6d indicate that the
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Fig. h(a, b).
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Fig. 6. Time-dependent impact of the height of cloud base, 9, on the values of several pertinent
parameters at the middle of the slope (Case 2): (a) the maximum downslope wind, &,,; (b) the
departure of the potential temperature at the first model level from the initial value, A13(1); (c) the
surface sensible heat flux, I&,; (d) the long-wave radiation flux divergence across the NBL, ALWR;
(e) surface net radiation, Rw

impact of a change in H, on HSo and ALWR is similar, implying that for a given
slope, the ratio AHJALWR under overcast conditions is largely independent
of cloud type and height, thus supporting further the generalization of Equation (12). The values of Hso and ALWR for H, = 0.45 km are much smaller than
that for the clear sky, which results in a much shallower downslope flow for low
cloud conditions as compared to the clear sky case. The reduced values of Hso
and ALWR resulted in a large decrease of the integrated nocturnal cooling within
the NBL, (QS), and therefore, the buoyancy force and consequently the
downslope intensity decreased significantly. Figure 6e illustates the impact of a
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change in H, on R 0, indicating that R,, values are 0.84 (H, = 7.5 km), 0.39
(H, = 2.75 km) and 0.06 (H, = 0.45 km) of that in the clear sky case.
In conclusion, based on the presented illustrative case, the impact of overcast
high clouds on downslope flow is relatively weak while middle clouds have a
moderate effect. However, low clouds exert a strong impact on downslope flow:
the intensity and depth are then about one order less than that under a clear sky.

OR PARTLY

CLOUDY

(CASE 3)

Case 3 was designed to investigate a situation of a clear sky during the first half
of a night becoming low overcast or partly cloudy (C = 1.0 and C = 0.5; low
clouds) after 4 hours of downslope flow development under clear skies.
Figure 7a illustrates the maximum downslope winds on the middle of the slope
based on the 2-D numerical model simulations of Case 3, showing that following
the change from C = 0 to C = 0.5, the maximum downslope wind velocity ceases
to intensify. After the change from C = 0.0 to C = 1.0, the maximum downslope wind velocity is reduced: &,, 4 hours following the cloud appearance
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Fig. 7. Time-dependent impact of clear sky changing to cloud-covered sky at 2300 LST on several
pertinent parameters at the middle of the slope (Case 3): (a) the maximum downslope wind, u:..; (b)
the departure of the potential temperature at the first model level from the initial value, be(l); (c) the
surface sensible heat flux, H,,; (d) the long-wave radiation flux divergence across the NBL, ALWR;
(e) surface net radiation, Rc; and (f) 1.4’profiles at the transition and 4 h after the transition.

is 0.67 of that at the time when the transition occurred. As compared with the
corresponding values of downslope wind for entirely clear sky cases, the downslope winds 4 h after the change in cloudiness, are about 0.77 (C = 0.5) and
0.54 (C = 1.O) of that of the clear sky cases for the corresponding hours. Figure
7b shows that after the clear/cloudy change, the surface temperature tendency
changes from cooling to heating. Two hours following the transition, the surface
air potential temperature, e(l) increases 1.5”C (C = 0.5) and more than 4°C
(C = 1.0). Figures 7c-e illustrate the impact of the cloud development on &,,
ALWR, and Ro, respectively. Generally there is a reduction of about 0.5 (for
C = 0.5) and of above 0.9 (for C = 1.0) in these variables as compared to the
clear sky case. Figure 7f presents u’ profiles over the middle of the slope (C = 0
at the transition, and C = 0.0, 0.5, and 1.0, 4 h following the transition), indicating a cessation of downslope flow following the transition for C = 0.5, and some
decay in intensity of the downslope wind for C = 1.0.
3.5. IMPACT OF CLEARING ON DOWNSLOPE FLOW (CASE 4)
Case 4 was designed to investigate the impact of a change from cloudy (C = 0.5
and C = 1.0; low clouds) into clear skies on the downslope flow after 4 h of
simulations. Figure 8a shows that while keeping the cloud cover the whole night,
the &., value nearly reaches its steady state value by the time selected for the
cloud clearing with ~6, = 0.6 m s-l (C = 1.O) and 2.2 m s-’ (C = 0.5). Following
the clearing, the downslope flow development continues with a significantly
enhanced acceleration compared with the cloudy period. Six hours following the
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Fig. 8. The impact of a cloud-covered sky clearing at 2300 LST on several pertinent parameters at
the middle of the slope (Case 4): (a) the maximum downslope wind, ~a.~; (b) the departure of the
potential temperature at the first model level from the initial value, A@(l); (c) the surface sensible heat
flux, Ha,; (d) the long-wave radiation flux divergence across the NBL, ALWR; (e) surface net
radiation, Ro; and (f) u’ profiles at the time of clearing and 4 h afterwards.
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clearing (.e., 0500 LST), uk,, is 4.5 m s-l (C = 0.5) and 3.9 m s-’ (C = 1.0)
which is, respectively, 2.1 times (C = 0.5) and 6.5 times (C = 1.0) as large as that
at the beginning of the clearing (i.e., at 2300LST). Those values of ua,, are,
respectively, 1.7 times (C = 0.5) and 5.0 times (C = 1) as large as the values
obtained at 0500 LST for the whole night cloudy case. The nocturnal cooling
intensification of the near surface air after the clearing is shown in Figure 8b.
Figure 8c illustrates the rapid increase in Hso following the clearing while Figure
8d shows that ALWR also rapidly increases, changing its value from 0.6 W me2
(C = 1.0) and 6.6 W me2 (C = 0.5) to about 13 W m-’ in both cases. Figure 8e
demonstrates that R. increases significantly from 5 W m-* (C = 1.O) and 35 m-*
(C = 0.5) to about 70 W rnM2in both cases. Figure 8f presents the downslope flow
profiles over the middle of the slope, and illustrates that the depth of downslope
flow deepens when the sky clears from C = 1.0 to C = 0.
4. Observations
As indicated in Section 1, only a single observational study (to the knowledge of
the authors) has attempted some determination of nocturnal cloud effects on
downslope flow. One difficulty encountered when isolating these effects lies in the
fact that, in some cases, cloudiness is involved with mesoscalelsynoptic front
perturbations which may couple significantly with the downslope flow. On the
other hand, dynamical effects exerted by the topography when the background
flow is not light enough, tend to complicate the type of evaluations described in
the present study. Bearing in mind these difficulties and the general lack of
appropriate data over slopes, we attempted to provide mostly indirect observational support to the possible impact of cloudiness on downslope flow, as well
as to illustrate the potential influences of cloud cover on some of the variables,
simulated in the present study.
4.1. DIRECT EVALUATIONS
In the studies of Orgill (1987), quantitative and qualitative evaluations of the
impact of nocturnal cloud amount and base height on the intensity of downslope
flow were presented. The study by these authors is based on limited observations
collected along the western slopes of the Rocky Mountains in September and
October, 1984. Their description of the impact of cloudiness characteristics on
the downslope flow, implies a tendency toward similar patterns as evaluated in
the present study.
4.2. INDIRECT EVALUATIONS
Because of a lack of appropriate surface observations along slopes, pertinent
surface observations over flat terrain will be used in order to indicate the possible
impact of nocturnal cloudiness on downslope flow characteristics over slopes. For
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this purpose we use the Wangara experiment data set (Clarke et al., 1971; Hicks,
1981), while selecting illustrative nights with various cloudiness characteristics.
The impact of cloud amount and height on the net surface radiation, RO,
is provided in Figure 9a. The main features, of increased R. values with a
reduction in cloudiness and an increase in cloud base, are pronounced. Similar
features are indicated for the surface sensible heat flux, HsO (Figure 5%). The
observed behavior in both of these variables as a function of cloud cover
indicates that the related scaled magnitude of change due to cloud cover is
similar to that indicated in the numerical model simulations. The change with
time of the air temperature at 1 m above ground as compared to that of the initial
reference time, AT is presented in Figure 9c. Differences as high as 8 K in AT
were indicated between clear nights and overcast nights with low clouds. In
general, this magnitude of AT due to cloud cover is also obtained in the
numerical simulations.
Thus, the impact of cloudiness on nocturnal cooling of the NBL over flat
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Fig. 9. Time-dependence of various surface variables as affected by nocturnal cloudiness characteristics for several illustrative nights during the Wangara experiment (a) surface net long-wave
radiation, I?,; (b) surface sensible heat flux, H so; (c) the change of the air temperature at 1 m above
the ground as compared to that at the initial reference time, AT. See bottom right corner of the figure
for a depiction of the nocturnal cloud type, period of cover and average amount (in oktas) for the
illustrated cases.
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terrain is suggested to be, in general, very similar to that simulated in the present
study over slopes under similar environmental conditions.
5. Conclusion
The present study investigated the impact of various fractions of cloud cover,
and cloud base height, on nighttime thermally-induced downslope flow (assuming
negligible synoptic flow). Special attention was also given to the investigation of
the impact of a change from clear to cloud-covered skies, and vice versa before
midnight, on the downslope features. Analytical and numerical models were
utilized to investigate these influences, where slopes with a steepness of less than
I” and slope length of 100 km, which are typical of meso-p domains, were
considered. To estimate cloud base temperature, a standard atmospheric lapse
rate was used. Comparison of the numerical simulations with the analytical
solutions gave general agreement for each illustrative case. The major conclusions are as follows:
(i) The nighttime thermally-induced downslope flow is dependent on the
amount of thermal energy, OS, lost from the NBL, which is critically
influenced by the presence of clouds as evaluated quantitatively by Equation (13).
(ii) The depth and the intensity of thermally-induced downslope flows decrease non-linearly as the fraction of cloud cover increases for a given
cloud height. Likewise, the flow increases non-linearly with increasing
cloud base height for a given cloud fraction coverage. The impact of high
clouds on the intensity and depth of downslope flow can be nearly
neglected, even under overcast conditions. However, the impact of low
clouds on the depth and the intensity of downslope flow under overcast
conditions is pronounced.
(iii) A change from clear to cloudy conditions before midnight will alter the
development process of the nighttime thermally-induced downslope flow.
The downslope flow will cease to develop or even will decay (slowly or
rapidly, depending on the fraction of cloud cover for a given cloud
height). For the low cloud conditions which were simulated, following the
appearance of the clouds, with C = 0.5 and C = 1.0, reductions of the
downslope flow by about a factor of -0.2 and -0.5 were found, respectively.
(iv) A change from cloudy to clear skies before midnight causes an intensification of the downslope flow. For low clouds, for example, when the
clearing of the sky is from C = 0.5 and 1.O, respectively, the downslope
peak flow values several hours after the clearing were increased by a
factor of -2 and -5, respectively, as compared to the corresponding time
when no clearing took place.
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Appendix A
PARAMETERIZATIONOFTHENOCTURNAL

EDDYEXCHANGECOEFFICIENT

The eddy exchange coefficient in the nocturnal stable boundary layer, given by
Brost and Wyngaard (1978), is:

where q= h/L, with L the Monin-Obukhov stability length and k. the Von
Karman constant.
This form, in which u* is present, can be rewritten as follows. We assume the
existence of a critical (or near-critical) bulk Richardson number across a well
developed NBL downslope flow (e.g., following Nieuwstadt and Tennekes, 1981
in the flat terrain case). So we write
(A.21

with
u*= cg2u,

(A.31

where C, is a drag coefficient (dependent upon stability).
Using Equations (2), (A2), and (A3), then (Al) may be rewritten as,
K = IQ:‘2 hf (5, rl) ,

(‘4.4)

where 1= 2ko( CDAlRTrit)“2.
The value of I? used in Equation (4) is an average value of K within the NBL,
where h is given by:
I

b= 1 f(tJ,r))d,$
I

[m”2K-“‘s-‘].

(A.3
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The time-integrated contribution by the flux divergence of long wave radiation
is given by:
7
QR =-&
P

03.1)

(R,,-Ro)dt,

I
0

where r is the time-scale when the nocturnal downslope flow becomes essentially
steady. Assuming that the fraction of sky covered by clouds is C, with the cloud
base at H, (generally, H, > h), and the emissivity of the clouds and the ground
equals 1, according to Sasamori (1972),

h

h
top

=Rk(O)+C

4h, 2)

BEI,+
[

I

aB
aZdz

1

03.2)

h

03.3)
top

#i(C)=-(1-C)

j

q.,,,~d~++hc-

iqo,i+]
0

top

(B.4)

RT,= B,,,

03.5)

where

Rf,(O)= -

I

c(h, z)gdz

(B.6)

h

R&O)
=- I
0

40, .z)$dz

,

(B.7)
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Fig. 10.

Schematic illustration

of the functional dependence of s on B as used for the approximated
integration of Equation (B.8).

where B is the Planck function, B = crT4, & is the value of B at the ground, Q is
the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, “top” is the height above
which the atmosphere moisture can be neglected, thus (Btop is significantly
smaller than B&, and l is the emissivity of atmospheric moisture.
The integration of the form I&?e(zn, z)@B/&) dz in Equations (B.2) to (B.7)
can be divided into two parts: I and II, as described schematically in Figure 10.
The dependence of E on water vapour content as affected by height above the
ground suggests that as a first approximation, the contribution II can be
neglected as compared to that of I. Therefore, the following approximation can
be used:

(B.8)
where zn is a reference height.
Based on Equation (BA), Equations (B.2) to (B.7) can be rewritten as:

(B.9)
R t =

&I

&i(C)

+

E(h.O)@h

= R&O)

-

(B.lO)

Bo)/2

+ $co.H~~

+ ~(o.top))(Btop

-

BH,)I

(B.ll)

.

Substituting Equations (BS), (B.9), (B.lO), and (B.11) into (B.l) yields:
7
&(

c,

t&)

= &(o)

- &

j- [@He

-

&&(O.&)

-

l (h,&)

+

l (O,top)

P
0

(B.12)
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where

+ (Bo- BH,)!~o,H,,
- l ,IM,JIdt .

(B.13)

Substituting Equations (B.12) and (B.13) into Equation (12) yields:

(B.14)

where

ftE) = [

‘z;;:;,;;
%l.HJ

:hJ’c)] l
-

(WCV)

.

(B.15)

Eh.top)

Equation (B. 14) expresses the dependence of integrated nocturnal cooling within
a NBL on cloud cover, C, the height of cloud base (through the value of BH,.)
and atmospheric humidity and its vertical distribution expressed by emissivity E.
Next, it is assumed that the dependency of E on water vapor is given by the
relations suggested by Andre and Mahrt ( 1982):
+ 0.01) + b for rCz,,**)2 0.01 cm ,

l = a lOgIdYcz,,Z*~

(B.16)

with
(B.17)
where p = the density of air, q = the specific humidity, and the constants a = 0.24
and b =0.622.
Based on Equation (B.16), we have the following expressions:
(B.18)
(B.19)
After series expansion of Equations (B.18) and (B. 19) Equations (B. 18) and
(B. 19) become:
%Nh)
‘%.H,)

-

E(h.H,)

=

-

o-02

+

%O,h)

+

2?(h.H,)

(B.20)
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0.48
%O.h)
E(hJop)= In 10 0.02 + Y((,,h)+ 2y(h,,‘,p)

40,top)-

+i
3

%O.h)

0.02

(B.2 1)

+ Y(0.h) + 2 j&top)

In general, the second terms on the right hand side of Equations

(B.20) and

(B.21) can he neglected. Substituting Equations (B.20) and (B.21) into Equation
(B. 15) and assuming Ttop is significantly smaller than T,, Equation (B. 14)
becomes:

Qs(C,

K)

=

I_

c

(B.22)

OS(O)
where

fji, = I -

% Hc

0.02

stop)

+ %O,h) + 2 %h.H,.)

(B.23)
’
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